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Welcome to 
SALT Festival
2019

Southern Eyre Arts are proud to launch an incredible range 
of events from contributors across our wonderful creative 
community, both here and far. SALT presents a range of major 
event highlights in the 2019 program including a range of 
elements for children and young people. 



EVENTS & TICKETS AT SALTFESTIVAL.COM.AU

Book your events through our website www.saltfestival.com.au. There is a CART available so you can book tickets to 
multiple shows with booking fees automatically calculated at checkout. You will appear on a door list, so no need to 
print your ticket. Online bookings help us manage patron numbers and communicate should unforeseen changes arise. 
Refunds of tickets booked in error can be arranged but ticket booking fees are not refundable. The SALT team have liaised 
with festival contributors to ensure accuracy of the program at the time of printing. No responsibility can be taken to 
changes due to unforeseen circumstances. Keep an eye on the website www.saltfestival.com.au and our Facebook 
page for real time updates on specific events plus pop-up events.

COASTAL EYRE is our signature 
exhibition by photographer Joseph 
Puglisi, who brings to life images 

from his highly successful book of 
the same name. The SALT Shaker 

gallery space also features Leith 
O’Malley artworks and is the place to 

visit during SALT to chill out, share coffee and 
connect with the exquisite range of events 

in our 2019 program.

The program features a daily guide 
to SALT Festival as well as a list of 

exhibitions open throughout. We are 
proud to present SALT STAGE. Groove to 
hip-hop heavyweight DRAPHT, and Triple J 

artist ADRIAN EAGLE, both featured on songs 
by HILLTOP HOODS supported by local band 

Ethnic Cowboys. The popular Germein sisters have 
relaunched as GERMEIN and bring new music to share 
in a gig not to be missed with folk star Karin Page 
presented by our major sponsor BEYOND BANK.

Plunge UNDER THE SURFACE with an interactive 
installation exhibition experience looking at what’s 
under the Jetty and the ocean around us. Celebrate 
and explore our seafood and fishing industry with 

UPWELLING, a symposium which will present 
innovation in our sustainable fishing and  
aquaculture sectors. 

NIGHT IN THE STARS events return with Australia’s 
leading ethno-astronomer Paul Curnow showing 
us the Night Sky and presenting talks on Aboriginal 
Skies and the Cosmos of Ancient Egypt. There is lively 
Comedy Acts, Easter Egg Hunts, Wellbeing Events, 
Art Therapy and Artisan workshops, Theatre, and 
a Climate Change Action Summit. Plan your SALT 
Festival in advance and note that some events repeat 
in the program. Choose a schedule that suits you.

Thank you to our contributors, event coordinators, 
artists, performers, sponsors and supporters who 
make SALT possible. Huge THANK YOU to our major 
sponsors Beyond Bank, Port Lincoln City Council, 
District Council of Lower Eyre Peninsula, Inspiring 
South Australia, our media partners, and our 
philanthropic benefactors the SEA SALTANS. This 
year’s SALT Festival is an extraordinary showcase 
of art, innovation and creativity proving that truly 
anything is possible! 

Southern Eyre Arts Chair: Jack Ritchie 
On behalf of the SALT TEAM 
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SALT SHAKER
Feature Artist in The Shaker gallery space is the 
amazing Joe Puglisi with photographs from his Coastal 
Eyre series launched in print in 2018. Whyalla artist 
Leith O’Malley and contributor of the SALT poster 
image will also present his unique style. SALT Shaker 
is the Festival hub space for you to enjoy comedy, 
music, workshops, theatre and wellbeing events. You 
can book your tickets, collect programs and receive 
guidance from our SALT Team plus enjoy programmed 
and pop-up events. A licensed venue where you can 
share coffee, relax, connect and explore. 

OPEN DAILY: APRIL 19 – 28. 

Find us on the corner of Tasman Terrace and Eyre 
Street (behind the yacht club) in PORT LINCOLN

SALT STAGE
With a platinum record, multi-platinum and gold 
singles and two ARIA already under his belt, 
Drapht is a musical prodigy. Drapht demonstrates 
songwriting flair and linguistic dexterity. Each of his 
five subsequent albums – Who Am I (2005), Brothers 
Grimm (2008) and Life Of Riley (2010) Seven Mirrors 
(2016) and Arabella Street (2018) – brought increasing 
levels of complexity and refinement, ascending 
Drapht to the absolute upper echelon of Australia’s 
stacked card of hip-hop heavyweights. Drapht 
is supported by acclaimed HIPHOP ROOTS artist 
ADRIAN EAGLE garnering widespread acclaim for his 
breakout single and video 17 Again. Adrian’s guest 
appearance on the legendary Hilltop Hoods ARIA 
Award winning single Clark Griswold and a massive 
national and international touring schedule made 
2018 a landmark year for this emerging Adelaide bred 
singer-songwriter.  Local band Ethnic Cowboys will 
bring their own hip-hop style to the event.

SPLIT
A collaboration of photographic images and their 
’Copyright’ Counterparts in paint.  The true image and 
the interpretation. Local Photographers and Artists 
have collaborated to bring you a visually exceptional 
exhibition. OPENING THURSDAY 18TH APRIL 6:30PM At 
2 KING STREET PORT LINCOLN. 

UNDER THE SURFACE 
SALT Festival & Inspiring South Australia presents Under 
the Surface; a multimedia exhibition uncovering the 
marine life that depends on the Port Lincoln town jetty 
and its connections with the wider ocean, commercial 
fisheries and community through artistic interpretation, 
video installation and science communication.

DOCTOR TIMOR ESCAPE ROOM
Do you suffer from phobia, fears and fright why not try 
Doctor Timor’s radical, miraculous fear therapy? 

Join Passionis Productions for a night of fearful fun with 
their newest event Doctors Timor’s Escape room. Walk 
the hospital halls and make your way to the treatment 
room. Can you escape before your appointment ends?

EUGENIA LIM 
The Ambassador features Australian artist Eugenia 
Lim’s most recent body of work at Nautilus Art Centre. 
In this three-part project, Lim transforms herself into 
the Ambassador, a Mao-like persona who sits halfway 
between truth and fantasy. She takes on new roles 
in uncovering the Australian-Asian narrative, 
drilling down into racial politics, the 
social costs of manufacturing and 
the role of architecture in 

shaping society.
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GERMEIN and 
KARIN PAGE

South Australian siblings Germein 
- Georgia (guitar, keys), Ella (electric 

cello, bass) & Clara (drums), bring their 
edgy brand of indie pop rock songs to the SALT 

Festival, following the release of their addictive single 
‘Talking’. Finessed tight harmonies, succinct guitar 
combinations and a soaring chorus sure to delight with 
a divine musical experience. A truly gifted songwriter, 
Karin Page’s songs appeal to a broad range of music 
lovers as she seamlessly weaves several styles together. 
Refreshing and honest, Karin’s music can be intimate 
and emotional, as well as inspiring you to get up and 
dance. Proudly supported by Beyond Bank.
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SALT Festival 
acknowledges and respects the 

Traditional Owners of the ancestral 
lands of the Eyre Peninsula. We 

acknowledge Elders past, present 
and future, and we respect the 

deep feelings of attachment and 
relationship of Aboriginal peoples 

to Country.

Innovation & Sustainability
UPWELLING will bring together representatives 
of our local fishing and aquaculture industry, keynote 
speakers and fisheries managers to provide information 
on the current and future needs and opportunities of 
our local seafood sector. Port Lincoln is uniquely placed 
as a seafood industry hub. You will learn about the 
science that underpins the status of local fish stocks 
and how these resources connect our community, as 
well as the social and cultural benefits of fishing and 
aquaculture. 

CLIMATE CHANGE ACTION SUMMIT 
Global warming, climate change, emissions reduction 
schemes, and energy sector transformation are themes 
dominating current social and political arenas. WE SEE 
WHAT YOU SEE will be a national call for immediate 
action on climate change.

NIGHT IN 
THE STARS – 
ABORIGINAL SKIES 
AND COSMOS OF 

ANCIENT EGYPT
Explore the night sky with leading 

ethno-astronomer Paul Curnow [B.ED] 
lecturer at Adelaide Planetarium since 1992. 

After 28-years of research, he is regarded as one of 
the world’s leading authorities on Australian Aboriginal 
night sky knowledge and stories. An Honorary Life 
Member of the Astronomical Society of South Australia 
for his contributions to astronomy, Paul appears 
regularly in the media and has authored over 50 articles 
on astronomy. This year Paul presents three events 
including his Night Skies presentation in the dark at 
Ravendale, plus Aboriginal Skies and Cosmos of Ancient 
Egypt lectures at the SHAKER.

HOMEGROWN
Home Grown – from SEED comes a rich harvest of 
youth music. 2018 SALT featured SEED by the Port 
Lincoln Arts Council… the garden has been nurtured, 
the artists have grown and it’s time to harvest the tunes 
of Headspin, Rafikee, Tascha Jordison and others in 
a night of music at Beer Garden Brewing. Don’t miss 
Home Grown and a chance to see these talents bloom.

PICO UNDER THE CORAL SEA
Experience an underwater exploration puppet show for 
kids who love the ocean in a story where PICO meets 
the creatures of the sea. Shows in Coffin Bay, Cummins 
and Port Lincoln. 
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SALT FESTIVAL LAUNCH AND OPENING OF 
COASTAL EYRE AND O’MALLEY @ SALT
// Time: 4:00 PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Salt Shaker
SALT Festival Launch Event. Join us for feature 
exhibition openings JOSEPH PUGLISI’S 
COASTAL EYRE and O’MALLEY @ SALT by 2019 
SALT poster competition winner Leith O’Malley.

A STORY OF ABSENCE - FLETCHER BAYLY
OPENING
// Time: 6:00 PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Masonic Lodge Port Lincoln
Exquisite work featuring intricate nature 
photographs captured at night, this ethereal 
series scintillates with haunting clarity 
investigating darkness, the meaning of 
isolation, and lights the dark.

KEL BALNAVES - YOU BEWDY
// Time: 7:30 PM - 8:30 PM
// Cost: $15 - $20
// Location: Salt Shaker
Righto, get excited. This is gonna be good! I 
can feel it. Comedy fresh from the Adelaide 
Fringe, South Aussie favourite is heading to 
the Eyre Peninsula with a punchy, relatable 
standup show! YOU BEWDY!

FABIEN CLARK - FOOTY DAD FABS
// Time: 9:00 PM - 10:00 PM
// Cost: $15 - $20
// Location: Salt Shaker
In this comedy show Fabien tells the stories of 
the brave mums and dads that give up their 
Sunday morning ‘special’ cuddles in the hope 
of striking it lucky on the u9s footy gold fields.

UNDER THE SURFACE
OFFICAL OPENING 11AM

// Time: 10:00AM - 3:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre

SALT Festival & Inspiring South Australia 
presents Under The Surface a multimedia 
exhibition uncovering the marine life that 
depends on the Port Lincoln town jetty and 
it’s connections with the wider ocean.

STUDIO XXVI JAPANESE ZEN SUMI-E 
BLACK INK PAINTING WORKSHOP

// Time: 11:30 AM - 12:30PM
// Time: 2:00 PM - 3:00PM
// Cost: $45
// Location: Salt Shaker

Artist and teacher Niccy Pallant has had a 
revolutionary transformation and returned to 
the healing world of hand crafting. Join her in 
this special space for a salty taste of; Japanese 
Zen Sumi-E black ink painting.

HOME GROWN

// Time: 6:00PM - LATE
// Cost: $15 - $20
// Location: Beer Garden Brewing

Home Grown – from SEED comes a rich 
harvest of youth music. Harvest the tunes of 
Headspin, Rafikee, Tascha Jordison and others 
in a chance to see these talents bloom.

KEL BALNAVES - YOU BEWDY

// Time: 7:30PM - 8:30PM
// Cost: $15 - $20
// Location: Salt Shaker

Righto, get excited. This is gonna be good! I 
can feel it. Comedy fresh from the Adelaide 
Fringe, South Aussie favourite is heading to 
the Eyre Peninsula with a punchy, relatable 
standup show! YOU BEWDY!

FABIEN CLARK - FOOTY DAD FABS

// Time: 9:00 PM - 10:00 PM
// Cost: $15 - $20
// Location: Salt Shaker

In this comedy show Fabien tells the stories of 
the brave mums and dads that give up their 
Sunday morning ‘special’ cuddles in the hope 
of striking it lucky on the u9s footy gold fields.

GUNMAJ NGONG - PANDANUS WEAVING 
WORKSHOPS

// Time: 10:00AM - 1:00PM
// Time: 2:00PM - 5:00PM
// Cost: $69
// Location: Port Lincoln Aboriginal 
Community Council

Learn the traditional art of Gunmaj Ngong 
“Pandanus Weaving” from the Central Arnhem 
Land region of the Northern Territory. The 
workshop incorporates traditional female 
knowledge and is a women’s only workshop.

Saturday 20 April
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JOSH HARRIS STREET ART

// Time: 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Port Lincoln Computer Centre

Watch Josh Harris paint a large scale mural on 
the back wall of Lincoln Computer Centre, just off 
Washington Street.

FROM IMAGE TO INSIGHT

// Time: 10:00AM - 11:00AM
// Cost: $25
// Location: Salt Shaker

Using meditation techniques combined with 
Interactive Drawing embark on your own 
spiritual journey and discover your creativity.

GUNMAJ NGONG - PANDANUS WEAVING 
WORKSHOPS

// Time: 10:00AM - 1:00PM
// Time: 2:00PM - 5:00PM
// Cost: $69
// Location: Port Lincoln Aboriginal 
Community Council

Learn the traditional art of Gunmaj Ngong 
“Pandanus Weaving” from the Central Arnhem 
Land region of the Northern Territory. The 
workshop incorporates traditional female 
knowledge. This is a women’s only workshop.

UNDER THE SURFACE

// Time: 10:00AM - 3:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre

SALT Festival & Inspiring South Australia presents 
Under The Surface, a multimedia exhibition 
uncovering the marine life that depends on the 
Port Lincoln town jetty and it’s connections with 
the wider ocean.

STUDIO XXVI MOROCCAN LEATHERCRAFT 
WORKSHOP

// Time: 11:30 AM - 12:30PM
// Time: 1:00 PM - 2:00PM
// Cost: $45
// Location: Salt Shaker

Artist and teacher Niccy Pallant has had a 
revolutionary transformation and returned to 
the healing world of hand crafting. Join her in 
this special space for a salty taste of Moroccan 
leathercraft using the sacred geometry of Islamic 
Art.

EASTER EGG HUNT

// Time: 11:30 AM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Line & Label
Hidden amongst the orchard, in the secret 
gardens and on beautiful lawns, will be 
chocolate Easter Eggs for little ones to enjoy.
Big people are welcome to order coffee, then 
stay on for lunch. 

DELL BRAND - WRITING HISTORICAL 
FICTION

// Time: 2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
// Cost: $25
// Location: Salt Shaker

There are many extra considerations when 
writing historical fiction, memoirs and 
non-fiction. This workshop will cover many 
aspects of ‘getting the history right’ in both 
creative and biographical fiction. It will 
cover both the historical research involved, 
language of the day and the importance of 
detail.

DAVE’S STUFF LAUNCH

// Time: 2:00PM - 4:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Beer Garden Brewing

Join Dave Kovak for the opening of 
‘Dave’s Stuff’ an array of artwork including 
chalk pastels combined with pen and ink 
illustration. Something for everyone.

PUB CHOIR

// Time: 5:00PM - 6:00PM
// Cost:$10
// Location: Beer Garden Brewing

Scientific studies have shown that singing 
in a group can decrease stress, depression 
and anxiety and increase happiness and 
wellbeing... just IMAGINE what happens 
when you add a cold pint (or two) of Beer 
Garden Brewing’s beer to the mix!
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FABIEN CLARK - FOOTY DAD FABS

// Time: 9:00 PM - 10:00 PM
// Cost: $15 - $20
// Location: Salt Shaker

In this comedy show Fabien tells the stories of 
the brave mums and dads that give up their 
Sunday morning ‘special’ cuddles in the hope 
of striking it lucky on the u9s footy gold fields.

SCIENCE AT THE PUB

// Time: 7:00 PM - 7:45PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Beer Garden Brewing

Fun and funky presentation about the magic 
behind our local beers!

A relaxed event to explore the science of 
brewing, with a chance to hear from our 
award winning brewers.

Brilliant presentation, and there’s beer!

TOUCHED BY MOROCCO

// Time: 5:30 PM - 9:00PM
// Cost: $120
// Location: Location advised upon booking

Touched by Morocco - an intimate evening 
with Niccy and Nada. Gather on a hand woven 
rug to make your own hand crafted artefact 
while savouring the exquisite flavour of 
Morocco. Event location will be sent to ticket 
holders.

JOSH MORPHETT DOES SMASHING 
PUMPKINS

// Time: 1:00PM - 4:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Line & Label

Adelaide’s Josh Morphett will be performing 
an acoustic rendition of the sold-out fringe 
show Rotten Apples – a Smashing Pumpkins 
Tribute Show. Line & Label Executive Chef Josh 
Harris will create a smashing pumpkin dish 
especially for this event.

KEL BALNAVES - YOU BEWDY

// Time: 7:30 PM - 8:30 PM
// Cost: $15 - $20
// Location: Salt Shaker

Righto, get excited. This is gonna be good! I 
can feel it. Comedy fresh from the Adelaide 
Fringe, South Aussie favourite is heading to 
the Eyre Peninsula with a punchy, relatable 
standup show! YOU BEWDY!

GUNMAJ NGONG - PANDANUS WEAVING 
WORKSHOPS

// Time: 10:00AM - 1:00PM
// Time: 2:00PM - 5:00PM
// Cost: $69
// Location: Port Lincoln Aboriginal 
Community Council

Learn the traditional art of Gunmaj Ngong 
“Pandanus Weaving” from the Central Arnhem 
Land region of the Northern Territory. The 
workshop incorporates traditional female 
knowledge and is a women’s only workshop.

STUDIO XXVI SACRED PATTERN 
STAMPING WORKSHOP

// Time: 10:00 AM - 11:00AM
// Cost: $45
// Location: Salt Shaker

Artist and teacher Niccy Pallant has had a 
revolutionary transformation and returned to 
the healing world of hand crafting. Join her 
in this special space for a salty taste of sacred 
pattern stamping.

UNDER THE SURFACE

// Time: 10:00AM - 3:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre

SALT Festival & Inspiring South Australia 
presents Under The Surface, a multimedia 
exhibition uncovering the marine life that 
depends on the Port Lincoln town jetty and 
it’s connections with the wider ocean.

Monday 22 April
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WRITERS IN THE ROUND

// Time: 7:00PM - 9:00PM 
// Cost: $15
// Location: Salt Shaker

Featuring Karin Page and local musicians. 
Writers In the Round is designed to provide 
a magical way of experiencing live music in 
an intimate setting with 3 singer songwriters 
sharing their stories. 

TOUCHED BY MOROCCO

// Time: 5:30 PM - 9:00PM
// Cost: $120
// Location: Location advised upon booking

Touched by Morocco - an intimate evening 
with Niccy and Nada. Gather on a hand woven 
rug to make your own hand crafted artefact 
while savouring the exquisite flavour of 
Morocco. Event location will be sent to ticket 
holders.

PICO UNDER THE CORAL SEA

// Time: 10:30AM - 11:15AM – Coffin Bay 
Yacht Club
// Time: 2:00PM - 2:45PM – Cummins Hotel
// Cost: $8.50
// Location: Two Locations (see above)

Puppet show for kids who love the ocean. On 
this underwater exploration Pico meets all the 
wonderful & diverse creatures of the ocean. 
Why are they all leaving? Is the coral reef really 
dying? What will they discover?

A NIGHT WITH THE MUSEUM: 
SHOWCASING SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S 
MARINE MAMMALS

// Time: 7:00PM - 10:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Port Lincoln Hotel

Join scientists from the SA Museum and 
Barngarla Aboriginal descendants for a series 
of presentations about the seals, whales and 
dolphins that call South Australia’s oceans 
home. A ‘mini museum’ of specimens will 
also be on display. Brought to you by Natural 
Resources Eyre Peninsula.

AMY CUNNINGHAM

// Time: 7:00 PM - 8:00PM
// Cost: $15 - $20
// Location: Salt Shaker

A show about containers. And wrappers. And 
skin sacs. And borders. The parts that shape 
and define, and constrict and separate. Like 
a boot stuck to a foot. Or a gender stuck to a 
body.

GERMEIN & KARIN PAGE PRESENTED BY 
BEYOND BANK

// Time: 8:00 PM
// Cost: $40
// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre

South Australian siblings Germein - Georgia 
(guitar, keys), Ella (electric cello, bass) & Clara 
(drums), bring their edgy brand of indie pop 
rock songs combine with gifted songwriter, 
Karin Page sharing refreshing and honest 
songs with appeal for music lovers. 

STUDIO XXVI JAPANESE ZEN SUMI-E 
BLACK INK PAINTING WORKSHOP

// Time: 10:00 AM - 11:00AM
// Time: 2:00 PM - 3:00PM
// Cost: $45
// Location: Salt Shaker

Artist and teacher Niccy Pallant has had a 
revolutionary transformation and returned to 
the healing world of hand crafting. Join her in 
this special space for a salty taste of Japanese 
Zen Sumi-E black ink painting.

UNDER THE SURFACE

// Time: 10:00AM - 3:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre

SALT Festival & Inspiring South Australia 
presents Under The Surface, a multimedia 
exhibition uncovering the marine life that 
depends on the Port Lincoln town jetty and 
it’s connections with the wider ocean.

Tuesday 23 April
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BONE DETECTIVES

// Time: 10:30AM - 12:30PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Port Lincoln Hotel

Found a bone and wondering what it is? Drop in 
and chat to SA Museum’s Mammal specialist Dr 
Cath Kemper and disease specialist Ikuku Tomo 
to help identify it for you. Brought to you by 
Natural Resources Eyre Peninsula.

PICO UNDER THE CORAL SEA

// Time: 11:00AM - 11:45AM
// Time: 2:30PM - 3:15PM
// Time: 4:00PM - 4:45PM
// Cost: $ 8.50
// Location: Port Lincoln Nautilus Theatre

Puppet show for kids who love the ocean. On 
this underwater exploration Pico meets all the 
wonderful & diverse creatures of the ocean. 
Why are they all leaving? Is the coral reef really 
dying? What will they discover?

STUDIO XXVI CLAY PARTY

// Time: 5:30 PM - 6:30PM
// Cost: $45
// Location: Salt Shaker

Artist and teacher Niccy Pallant has had a 
revolutionary transformation and returned to 
the healing world of hand crafting. Join her in 
this special space for a Clay Party.

UPWELLING SYMPOSIUM DINNER

// Time: 6:30 PM
// Cost: $40
// Location: Beer Garden Brewing

Enjoy a succulent feast of local provenance, fresh 
from the land and sea, with a Hiramasa On Fire 
Kingfish carving demonstration replete with 
comedy only Tony Ford can provide. Purchase 
drinks from the bar.

MEDITATION & MINDFULNESS WORKSHOP 
WITH KARIN PAGE

// Time: 8:00 AM
// Cost: $10
// Location: Salt Shaker

This workshop provides a variety of tools to 
slow down your mind and embrace the endless 
possibilities to be the best possible version of 
yourself. Learn different ways to incorporate 
mindfulness into your everyday life and how 
to manifest an abundant life full of positive 
energy. Perfect for people of all ages.

UPWELLING SUSTAINABLE FISHING & 
AQUACULTURE SYMPOSIUM 

// Time: 10:00AM - 3:30PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Beer Garden Brewing

Staged in a popular relaxed venue, Beer Garden 
Brewing, UPWELLING will bring together 
representatives of our local fishing and 
aquaculture industry, keynote speakers and 
fisheries managers to provide information on 
the current and future needs and opportunities 
of our local seafood sector.

STUDIO XXVI CLAY HAND-BUILDING AND 
SCULPTURE WORKSHOP

// Time: 10:00 AM - 11:00AM
// Time: 2:00 PM - 3:00PM
// Cost: $45
// Location: Salt Shaker

Artist and teacher Niccy Pallant has had a 
revolutionary transformation and returned to 
the healing world of hand crafting. Join her in 
this special space for a salty taste of Clay hand-
building and sculpture.

UNDER THE SURFACE

// Time: 10:00AM - 3:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre

SALT Festival & Inspiring South Australia 
presents Under The Surface a multimedia 
exhibition uncovering the marine life that 
depends on the Port Lincoln town jetty and it’s 
connections with the wider ocean.

Wednesday 24 April
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PALETTE KNIFE PAINTING - FACES

// Time: 9:00 AM - 11:00AM
// Cost: $250
// Location: Lightbox Co Working

Archibald Prize finalist Megan Roodenrys 
teaches rewarding and fun painting 
techniques using a Palette Knife focussing on 
the Face. The session covers colour mixing, 
palette knife handling, identification of 
plane, texture and observations. Learn to 
capture a likeness and structure of a face in an 
immediate and expressive way. You will work 
on 2 large head studies with canvases and 
materials supplied.

STUDIO XXVI MOROCCAN LEATHERCRAFT 
WORKSHOP

// Time: 10:00 AM - 11:00AM
// Cost: $45
// Location: Salt Shaker

Artist and teacher Niccy Pallant has had a 
revolutionary transformation and returned to 
the healing world of hand crafting. Join her in 
this special space for a salty taste of Moroccan 
leathercraft using the sacred geometry of 
Islamic Art.

PALETTE KNIFE PAINTING - FLOWERS

// Time: 1:00PM - 4:00PM
// Cost: $250
// Location: Lightbox Co Working

Archibald Prize finalist Megan Roodenrys will 
teach how to paint flowers using this fantastic, 
rewarding and fast technique. An exploration 
of oil paint and palette knife demonstrating 
the varied ways of describing flowers. Gestural, 
expressive, structured - you will have fun with 
this enjoyable, focussed and fast painting 
technique to produce lovely botanical oil 
paintings. Canvases and materials supplied.

JOE PUGLISI ARTIST TALK

// Time: 3.00pm // Cost: FREE
// Location: SALT Shaker

Joe Puglisi provides a background on the 
inspiration for his Coastal Eyre images and 
portrait subjects.

WHITE LIGHT

// Time: 6:30PM - 8:00PM
// Cost: $28.75
// Location: Port Lincoln Hotel

Ari Gentilin and Jamie McGuirk welcome you 
to delight in an evening of Live Music, Hatha 
Yoga and Meditation sponsored by The Port 
Lincoln Hotel

DOCTOR TIMOR’S ESCAPE ROOM 13+

// Time: 8-8.30pm, 8.30-9pm, 9-9.30pm
// Cost: $15
// Location: Youth Hub, Port Lincoln

Join Passionis Productions for a night of fearful 
fun with their newest event Doctors Timor’s 
Escape room. Walk the hospital halls and make 
your way to the treatment room. Can you 
escape before your appointment ends?

AMY CUNNINGHAM - FUNBAGS

// Time: 8:00 PM - 9:00PM
// Cost: $15 - $20
// Location: Salt Shaker

A comedy show about containers. And 
wrappers. And skin sacs. And borders. The 
parts that shape and define, and constrict 
and separate. Like a boot stuck to a foot. Or a 
gender stuck to a body.

DOCTOR TIMOR’S ESCAPE ROOM 18+

// Time: 9.30-10.15pm, 10.15-11pm,  
11-11.45pm
// Cost: $15
// Location: Youth Hub, Port Lincoln

Join Passionis Productions for a night of fearful 
fun with their newest event Doctors Timor’s 
Escape room. Walk the hospital halls and make 
your way to the treatment room. Can you 
escape before your appointment ends?
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CLIMATE ACTION SUMMIT - WE SEE WHAT 
YOU SEE

// Time: 2:00 PM - 4:30PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Port Lincoln Nautilus Theatre
Global warming, climate change, emissions 
reduction schemes, and energy sector 
transformation will be discussed. WE SEE WHAT 
YOU SEE brings together community, for a 
national call for immediate action on climate 
change.

PALETTE KNIFE PAINTING - FACES

// Time: 9:00 AM - 11:00AM
// Cost: $250
// Location: Lightbox Co Working

Archibald Prize finalist Megan Roodenrys teaches 
rewarding and fun painting techniques using a 
Palette Knife focussing on the Face. The session 
covers colour mixing, palette knife handling, 
identification of plane, texture and observations. 
Learn to capture a likeness and structure of a face 
in an immediate and expressive way. You will 
work on 2 large head studies with canvases and 
materials supplied.

TOUCHED BY MOROCCO

// Time: 5:30 PM - 9:00PM
// Cost: $120
// Location: Secret Location

Touched by Morocco - an intimate evening 
with Niccy and Nada. Gather on a hand woven 
rug to make your own hand crafted artefact 
while savouring the exquisite flavour of 
Morocco. Event location will be sent to ticket 
holders.

PAUL CURNOW - ABORIGINAL SKIES

// Time: 6:00PM - 7:00PM
// Cost: $15.00
// Location: Salt Shaker

Come along and hear about some of the 
Aboriginal Dreaming stories; their ‘dark 
pattern’ constellations such as the ‘celestial 
emu’; the names they gave to the stars and 
the differences between the way the sky 
is viewed in comparison to the classical 
88-constellations used by contemporary 
astronomers.

PAUL CURNOW - COSMOS OF  
ANCIENT EGYPT

// Time: 7:00PM - 8:00PM
// Cost: $15.00
// Location: Salt Shaker

Discover the Ancient Egyptian view of 
the cosmos and how the world came into 
existence through what we know about 
Egyptian constellations. Examine some of the 
different cosmogonies from around Ancient 
Egypt and discover their views of creation and 
significance of the night sky.

CRAZI LADY CREATIONS. WARPED 
VISIONS.

// Time: 7:00 PM - 9:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: FUMO

Join Sarah at her exibition opening, her work 
will include some crazy wild colour popping 
creations, exploring abstract fantasy, flowers 
and the female form.

DOCTOR TIMOR’S ESCAPE ROOM 13+

// Time: 8-8.30pm, 8.30-9pm, 9-9.30pm
// Cost: $15
// Location: Youth Hub, Port Lincoln

Join Passionis Productions for a night of fearful 
fun with their newest event Doctors Timor’s 
Escape room. Walk the hospital halls and make 
your way to the treatment room. Can you 
escape before your appointment ends?

DOCTOR TIMOR’S ESCAPE ROOM 18+

// Time: 9.30-10.15pm, 10.15-11pm,  
11-11.45pm
// Cost: $15
// Location: Youth Hub, Port Lincoln

Join Passionis Productions for a night of fearful 
fun with their newest event Doctors Timor’s 
Escape room. Walk the hospital halls and make 
your way to the treatment room. Can you 
escape before your appointment ends?
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STUDIO XXVI CLAY HAND-BUILDING AND 
SCULPTURE WORKSHOP

// Time: 10:00 AM - 11:00AM
// Time: 2:00 PM - 3:00PM
// Cost: $45
// Location: Salt Shaker

Artist and teacher Niccy Pallant has had a 
revolutionary transformation and returned to 
the healing world of hand crafting. Join her in 
this special space for a salty taste of Clay hand-
building and sculpture.

PALETTE KNIFE PAINTING - FLOWERS

// Time: 12:30PM - 3:30PM
// Cost: $250
// Location: Lightbox Co Working

Archibald Prize finalist Megan Roodenrys will 
teach how to paint flowers using this fantastic, 
rewarding and fast technique. An exploration 
of oil paint and palette knife demonstrating 
the varied ways of describing flowers. Gestural, 
expressive, structured - you will have fun with 
this enjoyable, focussed and fast painting 
technique to produce lovely botanical oil 
paintings. Canvases and materials supplied.

HONEY I’M...  
PRESENTED BY GEMMA PRINGLE

// Time: 5:00PM - 9:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Rogue & Rascal

Join Gemma to launch her exhibition of bold, 
colourful and energetic works inspired by the 
coast and surrounds.

WINE, WOMAN & SONG

// Time: 4:00PM - 9:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Line & Label

Chrissy K is hosting a unique event for women 
who have a passion for music, singing and 
wine. Women will be given the opportunity 
to discover the gift of their voice by 
experimenting with a variety of genres.

MUSIC MASTERCLASS WITH DARRYL POPE 

// Time: 7:00 PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Art Eyrea

Join a masterclass of musicians across all abilities 
focusing on brass and woodwind players. All 
welcome, registration essential.  Sponsored by 
Country Arts SA. 

APPALLING BEHAVIOUR

// Time: 7:00PM - 8:00PM
// Cost: $15 - $25
// Location: Salt Shaker

Written on the streets of Paris, from hit seasons 
nationally, Award-winning writer/actor, Stephen 
House takes you on an unforgettable journey. 
“Stunning” SUNDAY TIMES “Masterful” WEST 
AUSTRALIAN “Extraordinary” INDEPENDENT 
“Wonderful” ADVERTISER

DOCTOR TIMOR’S ESCAPE ROOM 13+

// Time: 8-8.30pm, 8.30-9pm, 9-9.30pm
// Cost: $15
// Location: Youth Hub, Port Lincoln

Join Passionis Productions for a night of fearful 
fun with their newest event Doctors Timor’s 
Escape room. Walk the hospital halls and make 
your way to the treatment room. Can you 
escape before your appointment ends?

A NIGHT IN THE STARS

// Time: 8:00PM - 9:30PM
// Cost: $10 - $15
// Location: Ravendale 

Explore the night sky with Paul Curnow, 
internationally renowned astronomer and 
lecturer at the Adelaide Planetarium since 1992. 
A family friendly SALT feature event.

HONEY, I SHRUNK THE BOGAN

// Time: 8:30PM - 9:30PM 
// Cost: $25.00
// Location: Salt Shaker

Honey, I Shrunk the Bogan! tells the story of one 
bogan’s race against extinction. LONG LIVE THE 
BEAUTIFUL BOGAN
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SHAGROCK KITCHEN PICKLE AND KRAUT 
WORKSHOP

// Time: 10:30AM - 12:30PM
// Time: 2:00PM - 4:30PM
// Cost: $90
// Location: Location advised upon booking

Be inspired to create your own pickles and 
fermented products within your own home. 
Tantalize the taste buds and inspire creativity 
for those wishing to learn something new.

O’MALLEY @ SALT

// Time: 12:00PM - 3:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Salt Shaker

SALT Festival presents acclaimed artist and 
designer of this year’s festival poster, Leith 
O’Malley demonstrating his craft in the Salt 
Shaker. Chat with the artist and witness an 
original O’Malley coming to life on the canvas 
before your eyes!

ALBATROSS AND THE FUTURE MAKERS - 
EMPOWERED DEEPER ACTIONS

// Time: 12:00 PM - 6:30PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Port Lincoln TBA

Tackle micro-plastics with a sieve with guest 
presenter Dr. Michelle Blewitt (supported by 
Natural Resources EP), see natural ways with 
natural fibres, get creative with bread bag 
crochet and weaving and let it all sink in with 
ample reflective wellbeing time.

EUGENIA LIM - THE AMBASSADOR 
OFFICIAL OPENING

// Time: 3:00PM - 4:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre

Official Opening of the 4A Centre for 
Contemporary Asian Art and Museums & 
Galleries of NSW touring exhibition. This 
project has been assisted by the Australian 
Government’s Visions of Australia program.

ALBATROSS AND THE FUTURE MAKERS - 
EMPOWERED DAILY ACTIONS

// Time: 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Port Lincoln TBA

Treat yourself to bread bag crochet and 
weaving, making your own bees wax-wraps, 
and enjoy relaxing time for nature journaling 
and wellbeing.

EUGENIA LIM - THE PEOPLE’S CURRENCY

// Time: 10:00AM - 3:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre

In a participatory performance, artist 
Eugenia Lim will dress as a gold Mao-suited 
‘ambassador’, inviting the public to enter into 
short-term ‘employment’ in her factory in 
exchange for currency.

MUSIC MASTERCLASS WITH 
DARRYL POPE

// Time: 10:00 AM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Art Eyrea

Join a masterclass of musicians across all 
abilities focusing on brass and woodwind 
players. All welcome, registration essential. 
Sponsored by Country Arts SA.

DOCTOR TIMOR’S ESCAPE ROOM 18+

// Time: 9.30-10.15pm, 10.15-11pm,  
11-11.45pm
// Cost: $15
// Location: Youth Hub, Port Lincoln

Join Passionis Productions for a night of fearful 
fun with their newest event Doctors Timor’s 
Escape room. Walk the hospital halls and make 
your way to the treatment room. Can you 
escape before your appointment ends?

Saturday 27 April

Friday 26 April



Sunday 28 April

Sunday 28 April

HUNT & GATHER – AUTUMN

// Time: 10:00 AM
// Cost: $65 (SATIX)
// Location: Line & Label

Don’t miss this amazing opportunity to explore, 
harvest and create with fresh produce from 
the gardens of the Line & Label restaurant and 
Peter Teakle Wines. Take part in a live cooking 
demonstration, then feast upon the fabulous 
dish you created, while relaxing in the stylish 
award- winning Line & Label Restaurant.

STEPHEN HOUSE - WORKSHOP

// Time: 11:00 AM - 1:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Salt Shaker

Join award-winning playwrite/poet/actor 
Stephen House in a writing workshop, free to 
Appalling Behaviour ticket holders. Not to be 
missed!

STUDIO SUNDAY AT LIGHTBOX

// Time: 12:00PM - 5:00PM
// Cost: $179
// Location: Lightbox

Enjoy an afternoon of creativity, gorgeous food 
and great company hosted by local artist, Emma 
Fuss. With lunch included, this workshop aims to 
help you discover the joy of painting in oils.

SALT FESTIVAL CLOSING EVENT

// Time: 4:00PM - 
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Salt Shaker

A celebration of another amazing SALT Festival, 
where we share the highlights and present a 
range of awards.

PORT LINCOLN CITY BAND LIVE CONCERT

// Time: 1:00 PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Flinders Park

Join Port Lincoln City Band & Darryl Pope for an 
enjoyable afternoon of music in the park.
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APPALLING BEHAVIOUR

// Time: 7:00PM - 8:00PM
// Cost: $15 - $25
// Location: Salt Shaker

Written on the streets of Paris, from hit seasons 
nationally, Award-winning writer/actor, 
Stephen House takes you on an unforgettable 
journey. “Stunning” SUNDAY TIMES 
“Masterful” WEST AUSTRALIAN “Extraordinary” 
INDEPENDENT “Wonderful” ADVERTISER

SALT STAGE - FEATURING DRAPHT,  
ADRIAN EAGLE & ETHNIC COWBOYS

// Time: 7:00PM - 11:00PM
// Cost: $60
// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre

SALT STAGE features ARIA winning 
artist Drapht, one of Australia’s hip-hop 
heavyweights, supported by acclaimed hip-
hop roots artist Adrian Eagle, and local band 
Ethnic Cowboys in the music event of the year 
on Southern EP. 

HONEY, I SHRUNK THE BOGAN

// Time: 8:30PM - 9:30PM 
// Cost: $25.00
// Location: Salt Shaker

Comedy show ‘Honey, I Shrunk the Bogan!’ 
tells the story of one bogan’s race against 
extinction. LONG LIVE THE BEAUTIFUL BOGAN
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JOSEPH PUGLISI

// Location: Salt Shaker

Since the first fish landed on the first deck 
in the West Coast’s famed seafood industry, 
stories have been told about how it was done. 
Coastal Eyre showcases fishing techniques and 
the pioneering men and women behind them.
Joe will be taking portraits shots during the 
exhibition. 

DAVE’S STUFF

// Location: Beer Garden Brewing

An array of artwork including chalk pastels 
combined with pen and ink illustration. 
Something for everyone.

EUGENIA LIM - THE AMBASSADOR

// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre

A 4A Centre for Contemporary Asian Art 
and Museums & Galleries of NSW touring 
exhibition. This project has been assisted 
by the Australian Government’s Visions of 
Australia program.

A NEW POINT OF VIEW BY EYRESCAPES

// Location: Line & Label

A passionate beach-loving local presents a 
fresh perspective of the local Eyre Peninsula 
coastlines. Featuring an exhibition of local 
beaches from a different point of view.

COLOUR TUMBY

// Location: Tumby Bay

Take a drive and check out the Street Art 
created at the Colour Tumby Street Art Festival 
April 12-14. Explore the town, enjoy the art and 
experience the hospitality of Tumby Bay.

SPLIT

// Location: 2 King St, Port Lincoln

The true image and the interpretation. Local 
Artists have collaborated to bring you a 
visually exceptional exhibition. OPENING 
THURSDAY 18TH APRIL 6:30PM.

HONEY I’M... 
PRESENTED BY GEMMA PRINGLE

// Location: Rogue & Rascal

Gemma Pringle returns home to exhibit 
Honey I’m, showcasing a brand new collection 
of mixed media works inspired by the coast 
and surrounds. As always her work will be 
anchored by her bold, colourful and energetic 
line work.

FLETCHER BAYLY - A STORY OF ABSENCE 

// Location: Port Lincoln Masonic Lodge

Exquisite work featuring intricate nature 
photographs captured at night, this ethereal 
series scintillates with haunting clarity 
investigating darkness, the meaning of 
isolation, and lights the dark.

PEPPER BY PORT LINCOLN ART GROUP

// Location: Port Lincoln Library

This eclectic collection of paintings reflects the 
eclectic mix of people who paint with the Port 
Lincoln Art Group

CRAZI LADY CREATIONS. WARPED 
VISIONS.

// Location: FUMO

Sarah’s exibition will include some crazy wild 
colour popping creations, exploring abstract 
fantasy, flowers and the female form .

O’MALLEY @ SALT

// Location: Salt Shaker

A variety of works on display from the brush, 
pen, charcoal stick and stylus of visual artist/
illustrator Leith O’Malley.

Exhibitions
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PICO UNDER THE CORAL SEA
// Time: 10:30AM - 11:15AM  // Cost: $8.50
// Location: Coffin Bay Yacht Club
Puppet show for kids who love the ocean. On 
this underwater exploration Pico meets all the 
wonderful & diverse creatures of the ocean. Why 
are they all leaving? Is the coral reef really dying? 
What will they discover?

PICO UNDER THE CORAL SEA
// Time: 2:00PM - 2:45PM  // Cost: $8.50
// Location: Cummins Hotel
Puppet show for kids who love the ocean. On 
this underwater exploration Pico meets all the 
wonderful & diverse creatures of the ocean. Why 
are they all leaving? Is the coral reef really dying? 
What will they discover?

A NIGHT WITH THE MUSEUM: 
SHOWCASING SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S 
MARINE MAMMALS
// Time: 7:00PM - 10:00PM  // Cost: FREE
// Location: Port Lincoln Hotel
Join scientists from the SA Museum and 
Barngarla Aboriginal descendants for a series 
of presentations about the seals, whales and 
dolphins that call South Australia’s oceans home. 
A ‘mini museum’ of specimens will also be on 
display. Brought to you by Natural Resources Eyre 
Peninsula. 

Weds 24 April
PICO UNDER THE CORAL SEA
// Time: 11:00AM - 11:45AM  // Cost: $8.50
// Location: Port Lincoln Nautilus Theatre
Puppet show for kids who love the ocean. On 
this underwater exploration Pico meets all the 
wonderful & diverse creatures of the ocean. Why 
are they all leaving? Is the coral reef really dying? 
What will they discover?

PICO UNDER THE CORAL SEA

// Time: 2:30PM - 3:15PM  // Cost: $8.50
// Location: Port Lincoln Nautilus Theatre
Puppet show for kids who love the ocean. On 
this underwater exploration Pico meets all the 
wonderful & diverse creatures of the ocean. Why 
are they all leaving? Is the coral reef really dying? 
What will they discover?

PICO UNDER THE CORAL SEA
// Time: 4:00PM - 4:45PM
// Cost: $8.50
// Location: Port Lincoln Nautilus Theatre
Puppet show for kids who love the ocean. On 

Saturday 2o April 
UNDER THE SURFACE
// Time: 10:00AM - 3:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre
SALT Festival & Inspiring South Australia presents 
Under The Surface a multimedia exhibition 
uncovering the marine life that depends on the 
Port Lincoln town jetty and it’s connections with 
the wider ocean. Official opening 11.00AM. 

Sunday 21 April 
UNDER THE SURFACE
// Time: 10:00AM - 3:00PM  // Cost: FREE
// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre
SALT Festival & Inspiring South Australia presents 
Under The Surface a multimedia exhibition 
uncovering the marine life that depends on the 
Port Lincoln town jetty and it’s connections with 
the wider ocean.

EASTER EGG HUNT

// Time: 11:30 AM  // Cost: FREE
// Location: Line & Label
Hidden amongst the orchard, in the secret 
gardens and on beautiful lawns, will be chocolate 
Easter Eggs for little ones to enjoy.
Big people are welcome to order coffee, then stay 
on for lunch. 

Monday 22 April
UNDER THE SURFACE
// Time: 10:00AM - 3:00PM
// Cost: FREE
// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre
SALT Festival & Inspiring South Australia presents 
Under The Surface a multimedia exhibition 
uncovering the marine life that depends on the 
Port Lincoln town jetty and it’s connections with 
the wider ocean.

Tuesday 23 April 
UNDER THE SURFACE
// Time: 10:00AM - 3:00PM  // Cost: FREE
// Location: Nautilus Arts Centre
SALT Festival & Inspiring South Australia presents 
Under The Surface a multimedia exhibition 
uncovering the marine life that depends on the 
Port Lincoln town jetty and it’s connections with 
the wider ocean.

Kids & Family Friendly
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this underwater exploration Pico meets all the 
wonderful & diverse creatures of the ocean. Why 
are they all leaving? Is the coral reef really dying? 
What will they discover?

BONE DETECTIVES
// Time: 10:30AM - 12:30PM  // Cost: $7.80
// Location: Port Lincoln Hotel
Found a bone and wondering what it is? Drop in 
and chat to SA Museum’s Mammal specialist Dr 
Cath Kemper and disease specialist Ikuku Tomo to 
help identify it for you. Brought to you by Natural 
Resources Eyre Peninsula.

DOCTOR TIMOR’S ESCAPE ROOM 13+
// Time: 8-8.30pm, 8.30-9pm, 9-9.30pm
// Cost: $15
// Location: Youth Hub, Port Lincoln
Join Passionis Productions for a night of fearful fun 
with their newest event Doctors Timor’s Escape 
room. Walk the hospital halls and make your way 
to the treatment room. Can you escape before 
your appointment ends?

Thurs 25 April 
DOCTOR TIMOR’S ESCAPE ROOM 13+
// Time: 8-8.30pm, 8.30-9pm, 9-9.30pm
// Cost: $15
// Location: Youth Hub, Port Lincoln
Join Passionis Productions for a night of fearful fun 
with their newest event Doctors Timor’s Escape 
room. Walk the hospital halls and make your way 
to the treatment room. Can you escape before 
your appointment ends?

Friday 26 April
 DOCTOR TIMOR’S ESCAPE ROOM 13+ 
// Time: 8-8.30pm, 8.30-9pm, 9-9.30pm 
// Cost: $15 
// Location: Youth Hub, Port Lincoln 
Join Passionis Productions for a night of fearful fun 
with their newest event Doctors Timor’s Escape 
room. Walk the hospital halls and make your way 
to the treatment room. Can you escape before 
your appointment ends?

MUSIC MASTERCLASS WITH 
DARRYL POPE

// Time: 10:00 AM // Cost: FREE
// Location: Art Eyrea

Join a masterclass of musicians across all abilities 
focusing on brass and woodwind players. All 
welcome, registration essential. Sponsored by 
Country Arts SA.

A NIGHT IN THE STARS
// Time: 8-9:30PM  // Cost: $10 - $15
// Location: Ravendale
Explore the night sky with Paul Curnow, 
internationally renowned astronomer and lecturer 
at the Adelaide Planetarium.  A family friendly SALT 
Feature event. 

Saturday 27 April
ALBATROSS AND THE FUTURE MAKERS - 
EMPOWERED DAILY ACTIONS

// Time: 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM  // Cost: FREE
// Location: Port Lincoln, TBA
Treat yourself to bread bag crochet and weaving, 
making your own bees wax-wraps, and enjoy 
relaxing time for nature journaling and wellbeing.

MUSIC MASTERCLASS WITH 
DARRYL POPE

// Time: 10:00 AM // Cost: FREE
// Location: Art Eyrea

Join a masterclass of musicians across all abilities 
focusing on brass and woodwind players. All 
welcome, registration essential. Sponsored by 
Country Arts SA.

ALBATROSS AND THE FUTURE MAKERS - 
EMPOWERED DAILY ACTIONS

// Time: 12:00 PM - 6:30PM  // Cost: FREE
// Location: Port Lincoln, TBA
Tackle micro-plastics with a sieve with guest 
presenter Dr. Michelle Blewitt (supported by 
Natural Resources EP), see natural ways with natural 
fibres, get creative with bread bag crochet and 
weaving and let it all sink in with ample reflective 
wellbeing time.

Sunday 28 April
PORT LINCOLN CITY BAND LIVE CONCERT

// Time: 1:00 PM  // Cost: FREE
// Location: Flinders Park
Join Port Lincoln City Band & Darryl Pope for an 
enjoyable afternoon of music in the park.

SALT FESTIVAL CLOSING EVENT

// Time: 4:00PM -  // Cost: FREE
// Location: Salt Shaker

A celebration of another amazing SALT Festival, 
where we share the highlights and present a range 
of awards.



Venue Locations

SALT SHAKER 1/1 King Street Port Lincoln

NAUTILUS ARTS CENTRE 66 Tasman Terrace, Port Lincoln

PORT LINCOLN ABORIGINAL COMMUNITY COUNCIL  
30 Ravendale Rd, Port Lincoln

BEER GARDEN BREWING 28 London St, Port Lincoln

LINCOLN COMPUTER CENTRE 92 Washington St, Port Lincoln

LINE & LABEL 31 Whillas Rd, Port Lincoln

COFFIN BAY YACHT CLUB Esplanade, Coffin Bay

CUMMINS HOTEL 36/38 Railway Terrace, Cummins

PORT LINCOLN HOTEL 1 Lincoln Hwy, Port Lincoln

ROGUE & RASCAL 62 Tasman Terrace, Port Lincoln 

LIGHTBOX 18 Lewis St, Port Lincoln 

YOUTH HUB 3 Hallett Place, Port Lincoln (behind  
the cinema)

FUMO 28 Tasman Terrace, Port Lincoln 

ART EYREA Corner of Mortlock Tce & Blackman Place,  
Port Lincoln

RAVENDALE 40 Stamford Terrace, Port Lincoln 

FLINDERS PARK 5 Nigel St, Port Lincoln

PORT LINCOLN LIBRARY 2 London St, Port Lincoln 

PORT LINCOLN MASONIC LODGE 5 Bligh St, Port Lincoln 

2 KING ST 2 King Street, Port Lincoln 

COLOUR TUMBY STREET ART Various Locations, Tumby Bay



Beyond Bank Australia is a trading name of Community CPS Australia Ltd 
ABN 15 087 651 143 AFSL/Australian Credit Licence 237 856.

 
 Creating  

more good  
together.

We believe in supporting our customers 
and communities. That’s why we’re a 
proud supporter of the 2019 Salt Festival.

Visit the team at 60 Tasman Terrace, 
Port Lincoln, go to beyondbank.com.au 
or call us on 13 25 85.
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